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Question
Meaning 'Brother's Fort', which National Park is the original home of all the white
tigers alive today, and was the hunting preserve of the Maharajas of Rewa?
Which district in Bihar, famous for its role in the freedom movement, has a name
that literally means ‘forest of magnolia trees’?
Believed to have been introduced by Noor Jehan which form of embroidery famous
in Lucknow takes its name from a Persian word roughly denoting 'needlework on
muslin'?
Ranging from 174 to 720 gms, which famous sweet product from an important
temple town in Andhra Pradesh now has a Geographical Indication status to
protect it from being duplicated?

Answer
Bandhavgarh
Champaran

Chikan/Chikan kari

Tirupati Laddoo

5*

In which state is the annual Hornbill Festival celebrated, with 5 days of festivities
showcasing traditional crafts and activities?

Nagaland

6

Sanjeevani, Gaminee and Amar are the three variants of which traditional Indian
sport?

Kabaddi

7

The statue dedicated to the celebrated Tamil poet-saint Tiruvalluvar located in
Kanyakumari has a combined height of 133 feet. What is the reason behind this
height?

133 Chapters in Thirukural

8

If Akbar had his ‘navratnas’, which medieval ruler had a group known as the
‘Asthadiggajas’?

Krishnadevaraya

9

Which indigenous tribe, found in Maharashtra, is known for making beautiful
drawings using white rice paste on a brown background?

Warli

10*

The name of which modern city comes from the legend that it was the ancestral
village of Guru Dronacharya and was given to him by the Kauravas and Pandavas?

Gurgaon

11
12
13
14
15*
16
17
18

In which Indian state would you find Liat Prah, the longest natural cave in India, a
part of approximately 150 known caves in the Shnongrim Ridge of the Jaintia Hills
district?
In which palace complex will you find the Someshwara, Lakhsmiramana and
Bhairava temples among others?
Which UNESCO World Heritage Site in Madhya Pradesh, known for its rock shelters
and caves, is said to exhibit the earliest traces of human life on the Indian
subcontinent?
The Kolhati and Mehar groups of Maharashtra generally combine together to
perform which folk theatre form that literally means 'entertainment' in Persian?
The logo of which NGO is derived from an anthropomorphic copper figure of
Shahabad, Uttar Pradesh, discovered in the Ganges valley 3000 years ago?
What stringed instrument, especially popular in Bengal, is also referred to as a
‘gopichand’?
Which mausoleum in Aurangabad, built by Prince Azam Shah (son of Aurangzeb) in
memory of his mother, is known for its striking resemblance to the Taj Mahal?
Which beautiful lake in Ladakh situated at a height of about 13,900 ft featured
towards the end of "3 Idiots"? In Tibetan the name literally translates to "long,
narrow, enchanted lake"?

Meghalaya
Mysore Palace
Bhimbetka
Tamasha
INTACH
Ektara
Bibi-Ka-Maqbara
Pangong Tso

19

Raziya Sultana, the first woman to rule Delhi, was the daughter of which ruler?

Iltutmish

20*

With which ancient town in Gujarat would you associate the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of Rani ki Vav and Patola Sari?

Patan

